www.firstalert.eu

Protecting people since 1967.
First Alert is the world’s largest manufacturer of smoke
alarms and carbon monoxide alarms with manufacturing
and distribution centres spread strategically across the
world and distribution to over 30 countries. First Alert are
the inventors of the first domestic smoke alarm in 1967.
First Alert have been manufacturing, marketing and selling
home safety products for over 40 years.
First Alert® is a registered trademark of the First Alert
Trust.

Over the last 40 years First Alert have been the creators
of some industry leading and ground breaking products
•		First smoke alarm with an escape light
•		First mains domestic smoke alarm
•		First and only torch test smoke alarm
•		First battery carbon monoxide alarm
•		First combination smoke and co alarm
First Alert are committed to:
•		Manufacturing to the highest quality
•		Exceptional product reliability
•		Customer satisfaction
Approved to the very latest British, European and
International Standards including BS, UL (ETL), EN14604
& EN50291 and manufactured to ISO9001.

As a producer under the Waste Batteries and Accumulators
Regulations 2009, Sprue Safety Products Ltd has been
registered as such by the Environment Agency and is a
member of the REPIC eBatt Compliance scheme.

Packaging
First Alert has phased out the use of PVC plastics in its packaging in favor of an environmentally friendly, 100% recyclable PET plastic. This is
a continued effort to encourage recycling of waste packaging and to reduce the amount of material going directly into landfill. The new style,
PET clam packs have been designed specifically with the retailer and consumer in mind.
r combination of smoke and CO detection.

PET Plastic

Clear, tamper resistant case
allows the alarm to be displayed
clearly and securely.

Icons

Large, easy to identify icons
clearly highlight product
features.

Insert

A new colour coding system
throughout allows for instant
distinction between alarm types:
- Red for smoke detection
- Blue for CO detection
- Purple for combination of
smoke and CO detection.

Alarm Pack

Stands or hangs.

Ionisation
Technology
Detects flaming
fires quicker

Easy Access
Battery Drawer
For quick and
easy battery
changing

2 in 1
Detection
Dual protection
from the
dangers of
smoke and CO

Interconnect
Link up to 12
smoke or heat
alarms

Photoelectric
Technology
Reduces nuisance
alarms caused by
cooking smoke or
steam

Quick View
Digital
Display
Recalls and
displays levels
of CO detected.

Hush
Button
Immediately
silences
nuisance
alarms

Battery
Operated
No mains
installation
required

10 Year
Long Life
Battery
Sealed in battery
lasts the life of the
alarm

Super Bright
Escape Light
Lights a clear
path to safety

Test
Button
For weekly
alarm
testing

Easy Access
Battery Door
For quick and
easy battery
changing
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Basic Smoke Alarm

General Purpose Smoke Alarm

General Purpose Smoke Alarm

SA200 (BUK)

SA300 (UK)

SA302 (UK) - Twin Pack

Dual ionisation sensing technology, ideal
for bedroom and living areas.

Alarm pause included. Dual ionisation
sensing technology, ideal for bedroom
and living areas.

Alarm pause included. Dual ionisation
sensing technology, ideal for bedroom and
living areas.
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Compact Smoke Alarm

Long Life Smoke Alarm

Escape Light Smoke Alarm

SA700 (UK)

SA700L (UK)

SA720CE (UK)

Compact smoke alarm, modern discrete
design. Photoelectric “optical”
technology reduces nuisance alarms
from cooking smoke and steam.

Never need to change the battery.
Compact smoke alarm. Photoelectric
“optical” technology reduces nuisance
alarms from cooking smoke and steam.

Super bright “Krypton” bulb lights a path
to safety. Photoelectric “optical”
technology reduces nuisance alarms
from cooking smoke and steam.

Heat Alarms
Did you know that 40% of
fires start in the kitchen?
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2 in 1 Combination Alarm

Heat Alarm

SCO5 (UK)

HA300CE

Dual prototection from the dangers of
smoke and co poisoning. Photoelectric
“optical” technology reduces nuisance
alarms from cooking smoke and steam.

Ideal for use in the kitchen, garage, cellar
or where a smoke alarm may not be
suitable. Interconnect up to 12 smoke or
heat alarms.

Smoke Alarms
Smoke alarms are designed to sense smoke that enters directly into the sensing chamber, they
do not sense gas, heat or flame. When smoke is detected, a loud 85db horn sounds.
There are two basic types of smoke alarm, Ionisation alarms and Photoelectric “Optical”
alarms. Both types of alarms have sensing chambers but operate in different ways.

Not all fires are created equal
Smouldering Fires - These fires may smoulder for hours before bursting into flames.
Flaming Fires - These fires consume combustible materials rapidly and spread quickly.

The facts about fire
• 500 fire-related deaths per year (approx.).
• The majority are between 12 and 6am.
• 59,000 house fires a year in the UK.
• Mostly caused by electrical equipment, mainly cooking appliances.
• 30% (approx.) of smoke alarms in the UK are inoperable due to missing, flat or
disconnected batteries.
• You only have minutes to escape from a house fire EVERY SECOND COUNTS!

Smoke alarms save lives
• Smoke alarms give advance warning of fire, therefore more time to react.
• Having a working smoke alarm has been associated with:
			 • Lower casualty rates
			 • Reduced damage to your home
WITH A WORKING SMOKE ALARM YOU ARE 4 TIMES MORE LIKELY TO SURVIVE
• Evidence shows a drop in the number of fatalities from domestic fires with an increase
in smoke alarm ownership.

How many should I own?
• One is not enough.
• For minimum protection, smoke alarms should be installed on every level of your house.

Photoelectric
“Optical”
Technology
Generally MORE sensitive (than
ionisation sensing technology) at
detecting LARGE particles, which
tend to be produced in greater
amounts by smouldering fires,
which may smoulder for hours
before bursting into flames.
Sources of these may include
cigarettes burning on couches or
bedding.

Ionisation
Technology
Generally MORE sensitive (than
photoelectric “optical” sensing
technology) at detecting SMALL
particles, which tend to be
produced in greater amounts by
flaming fires which consume
combustible materials rapidly and
spread quickly.
Sources of these fires may include
paper burning in a wastebasket or
a grease fire in the kitchen.

First Alert supports the Government’s
“Fire Kills” campaign...
First Alert’s support is wide and diverse, communicating the “Fire Kills” brand via product
packaging, company website, in-store promotional campaigns, highly visible in-store point of
sale and exhibitions.
Deaths from house fires are now at their lowest levels since records for England began. This is
largely due to the increase in the use of smoke alarms at home: 20 years ago, only nine per cent
of households had smoke alarms – now 80 per cent of homes have them. This is one of the
clearest impacts of the national Fire Kills advertising campaign, which has focused on smoke
alarms and smoke alarm maintenance. Fire Kills advertising has had a real and positive impact
on people and fire safety prevention in the home.
The Fire Kills campaign is a significant programme of work, designed to help raise awareness of
key fire safety messages with the general public and support the excellent work undertaken by
the Fire and Rescue Services.

www.direct.go.uk/firekills

Carbon Monoxide Alarm
Battery powered, no installation required.
CO400 (UK)

Compact, lightweight CO alarm, ideal for home and holiday.
Electrochemical CO sensor (most accurate sensing technology
available for sensing levels of carbon monoxide). Easy access battery
door, for quick battery changing without removing alarm from the
wall.
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Ideal for home & holiday!

Digital Display
Carbon Monoxide Alarm
Digital display instantly displays and recalls
levels of carbon monoxide detected.
CO410 (UK)

Compact, lightweight CO alarm, ideal for home and holiday.
Electrochemical CO sensor (most accurate sensing technology
available for sensing levels of carbon monoxide). Easy access battery
door, for quick battery changing without removing alarm from the
wall.
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Ideal for home & holiday!

GUARANTEE

2 in 1 Combination Alarm
Dual protection from the dangers of smoke
and carbon monoxide poisoning.
SCO5 (UK)

Photoelectric “optical” technology reduces nuisance alarms from
cooking smoke and steam. Advanced electrochemical technology for
better CO detection. Easy alarm identification (between smoke and
CO presence) with 2 different alarms and indicator lights.
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Carbon Monoxide Alarms
What is carbon monoxide?
• An odourless, tasteless, colourless gas.
• Carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning kills!
• Deaths by carbon monoxide poisoning are common worldwide, but preventable.
• CO is measured in PPM - parts per million.

Who is at risk?
• All people and animals are at risk of CO poisoning.
•		Certain groups - unborn babies, infants, elderly and people with chronic heart disease, anaemia and respiratory problems are more
susceptible to its effects.
• Around 600 people are admitted to hospital for carbon monoxide poisoning each year.
• Carbon monoxide can have long and short term effects on the health of you, your family and your pets.

How it occurs?
• The incomplete combustion of organic fossil fuels such as oil, gas & wood.
•		In the normal combustion process, carbon in the fossil fuels combine with oxygen, to produce CO2. However if there is a lack of air for
the combustion process or the heating appliance is faulty, carbon monoxide can be produced.

Symptoms (similar to flu)
• Mild headaches
• Dizziness
• Nausea

Know the danger signs
• A strange smell when the appliance is on
• Rusting or water streaking on appliance cabinet/vent/chimney
• Loose or disconnected vent/chimney connections or guards

• Staining, sooting or discolouration around the appliance
• A yellow or orange flame where normally blue
• Condensation on walls and windows once the appliance is lit

First Alert supports COCAA
COCAA stands for the Carbon Monoxide Consumer Awareness Alliance, a group made up of organisations
(alarm manufacturers, councils (CoGDEM*), industry associations) that have an interest and duty in ensuring the public is aware of the dangers of Carbon Monoxide poisoning and how to keep themselves safe from
this potentially deadly gas. First Alert’s support is wide and diverse communicating the “COCAA” brand via
product packaging, company website, in-store promotional campaigns, highly visible in-store point of sale
and exhibitions.

www.becarbonmonoxideaware.com

*First Alert is a member of CoGDEM the Council for Gas Detection and Environmental Monitoring and aims to provide for the efficient
organisation and development of the gas detection, gas analysis and environmental monitoring industry by:
• Assisting in the preparation of acceptable British, European and International Codes and Standards.
• Developing good relations with Government Departments, other Public Bodies, Certification Bodies & Trade Associations.
• Promoting the value of high quality equipment and services to the markets served by its members.
• Influencing educational and training programmes relating to the scope of CoGDEM activities.

www.cogdem.org.uk

Fire Extinguishers
Introducing the revolutionary new fire
extinguishing spray Tundra™, specially
designed to provide an easy and effective
way to prevent house hold fires escalating
into the unthinkable.
AF400UK

• Familiar aerosol style nozzle, simply point and spray
• Sprays 4 times longer than traditional fire extinguishers
• Small enough to fit in a drawer or cupboard
• Ideal for use in the kitchen and around the home
• Fights wood, plastic, paper, grease, electric and oil fires
• Biodegradable, non toxic fire fighting agent
• Easy cleanup - simply wipe it away with a damp cloth

1Kg Multipurpose
Fire Extinguisher

2Kg Multipurpose
Fire Extinguisher

FE5A34B-UK

FAP2000

Ideal for all areas of the home. Fights
wood, plastic, paper, grease, oil, petrol
and live electrical fires. Easy to read
pressure gauge. 1kg ABC powder fire
extinguisher. 5A, 34B, C rating.
Certified to EN3.

Ideal for all areas of the home. Fights
wood, plastic, paper, grease, oil, petrol
and live electrical fires. Easy to read
pressure gauge. 2kg ABC powder fire
extinguisher. 13A, 70B, C rating.
Certified to EN3.

Fire Blankets
Fire Blanket
100cm x 100cm

Large Fire Blanket
120cm x 180cm

FB100DUK

FB120BXN

Ideal for chip pan, waste bin and clothing
fires. For use in the kitchen, the garage
or next to the bbq. Blanket size of 100cm
x 100cm. Easy to install and to use in an
emergency. Maintenance free.
Wipe-clean plastic holder.
Certified to BS EN 1869: 1997.

Ideal for chip pan, waste bin and clothing
fires. For use in the office, warehouse, at
home in the kitchen, the garage or next to
the bbq. Blanket size of 120cm x 180cm.
Easy to install and use in an emergency.
Maintenance free. Wipe-clean plastic
holder. Certified to BS EN 1869: 1997.

Escape Ladders

2 Storey
Escape Ladder
EL52W - 2

Ideal for living / sleeping areas on the first floor. 4.3m
in length. Ladder tested to carry weight up to 510 kg.
Fully assembled, ready to use and retracts for easy
and compact storage. Wide sill hooks accommodates
window sills between 15cm to 33cm. Slip-resistant
rungs stabilisers and wide sill hooks all constructed from
strong steel.

3 Storey
Escape Ladder
EL53W-2

Ideal for living / sleeping areas on the second floor. 7.3m
in length. Ladder tested to carry weight up to 510 kg.
Fully assembled, ready to use and retracts for easy and
compact storage. Wide sill hooks accommodates
window sills between 15cm to 33cm. Slip resistant
rungs, stabilisers and wide sill hooks all constructed from
strong steel.

Safes, Chests & Security Boxes
Fire/ Water/ Theft Safes

Product Comparison Chart
2087FE

Features

(26.6 L)

Deluxe
Combination Lock

• One hour fire protection to 927°C
• Waterproof even when fully submerged
• Protects electronic media: CD’s, DVD’s,
memory sticks and external hard drives
• Hanging key rack and document storage pouch
• Emergency override key access
• Five year limited warranty
• Lifetime “after fire” replacement guarantee

2087DFE
(26.6 L)

2092FE
(37.1 L)

X

Electronic Digital
Keypad Lock

2092DFE

2096DFE

X

X

(37.1 L)

(60.6 L)

(60.6 L)

X
X

Scan-Biometric
Fingerprint Lock
2087DFE

2096LBFE

X

Adjustable/ Removable
Shelf

1

1

1

1

2

2

Patented Concealed
Hinges

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Hanging File
Folder Rack

The 2096 series are the largest in the Fire/ Water/ Theft proof
series and include the Handy Haulier retractable handle and
wheels. Designed to ease the purchase process and allow the
customer to roll the product to the cashier.

INDUSTRY EXCLUSIVE.

Integrated Fire-Resistant /
Waterproof Bolt-Down System

1 hr Steel Fire Safes

• One hour fire protection to 927°C
• Heavy duty steel exterior and interior
construction
• Extra security secondary key lock
• Dry fill insulation prevents mold and
excessive humidity
• Five year limited warranty
• Lifetime “after fire” replacement guarantee

2 hr Commercial Fire Safes
• Two hour fire protection to 927°C
• Features as above also
including auto locking feature &
heavy duty steel castors

2054DFE

2702DFE

Product Comparison Chart
2054DFE

2084DFE

2118DFE

2190DFE

(2hr - 57.2L)

(2hr - 167.3L)

2702DFE

2575DFE

2700DFE

Electronic Digital
Keypad Lock

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Emergency
Override

X

X

X

Features

(1hr - 22.7L)

(1hr - 34.5L)

Pull-Out
Storage Tray
Removable/ Adjustable
Shelf*

1

1

(1hr - 56.6L)

X

X

1

1

Locking Storage
Drawer

(2hr - 78.4L)

X
2

1

X

6 Locking
Bolts

X

(2hr - 88.3L)

X

1
X

X

X

*2054DFE Shelf not adjustable

Anti Theft Safes

• Programmable digital lock
• Emergency override key access
• 2 locking door bolts
• Pry resistent concealed hinges
• Heavy duty solid welded steel construction
• Mounting hardware included
• Five year warranty

2073DFE

2077DFE

2079DFE

2070ADFE

Product Comparison Chart
Features
Interior
Light

2025DFE

2073DFE

2072DFE

2070ADFE

X

X

X

X

X

X

(7.9L)

(17.6L)

Removable
Storage Shelf
Dual Locking
Protection

X

(28.3L)

2077DFE
(34.3L)

X

2074DFE

2079DFE

X

X

X

X

X

X

(9.9L)

(19L)

X

Fully Carpeted
Interior
Protective Floor
Mat

(9.3-24.1L)

X
X

X

X

For further info on 2074DFE & 2079DFE models see Laptop Security

Fire/ Water Chests
2040 Series
One hour fire
protection to
927°C

• 30 minute fire protection to 840°C
• Waterproof even when fully submerged
• Protects electronic media: CD’s, DVD’s,
memory sticks and external hard drives*
• Clamping style lock with 2 keys
• Five year limited warranty
• Lifetime “after fire” replacement guarantee

2017FE

2037FE

2040FE

Product Comparison Chart
2011FE

Features

(4.9L)

2013FE

2017FE

2037FE

2037WFE

2040FE

2040WFE

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

(4.9L)

Waterproof
Seal
Stores A4 size
documents

(5.4L)

Media
Protection*

X

X

X

Convenient Carry
Handle

X

X

X

(17.5L)

(17.5L)

Easy Roll
Wheels

(3.9L)

X

(3.9L)

X

*2040 series will also protect audio/ video cassettes, floppy discs, data cartridges, film & photos and photo negatives

Laptop Security

• Progammable digital lock
• Emergency override key access
• Fits most laptop computers
• Five year limited warranty

2060DFE

2074DFE

Product Comparison Chart

(3035DFE & 3040DFE 1 year limited warranty)

Features

3035DFE

3040DFE

X

X

(7.6L)

Insulated Double
Steel Wall

(13.9L)

Welded
Steel Construction
Fire Retardant
Insulation

X

X

Fits Laptop
Sizes (Up to)

12 inch

17 inch

Security
Locking Cable

2062DFE

2064DFE

2074DFE
(9.9L)

2079DFE

(35.1L)

X

X

X

X

X

17 inch

17 inch

17 inch

12 inch

17 inch

X

X

X

X

X

(22.1L)

(29.4L)

(19L)

X

Mounting
Kit

3040DFE

2060DFE

For further info on 2074DFE & 2079DFE models see Anti Theft Safes

Cash/ Key/ File Security
3031FE

3050FE

3060FE

Product Comparison Chart

• Key lock with two keys included
• Durable powder coated finish
• 1 year limited warranty

Features
Removable
Cash Tray
3026FE

3010FE

3020FE

(Cash Box)

(Deluxe Cash Box)

4

7

7

COMPARTMENTS

COMPARTMENTS

Cash
Clips
Key
Hooks

3026FE

(Cash/Key Box)

3031FE

(Security Box)

3060FE
(Key Box)

COMPARTMENTS

4

10

28

X

Stores Hanging
File Folders

Convenient
Handle

(File Box)

CASH CLIPS

Fire Retardant
Insulation

Key Storage/
Wall Mountable

3050FE

X
X

X
X

X

X

For more information on the complete range of First Alert safes available visit www.firstalert.eu

Sprue Safety Products Ltd
Unit 6, Carter Court, Davy Way
Waterwells Business Park
Quedgeley, Gloucester
GL2 2DE, United Kingdom
BRK Brands distributed by Sprue Safety Products Ltd.

Tel:
Fax:
Email:
Web:

+44 (0) 1452 887 570
+44 (0) 1452 729 525
info@firstalert.eu
www.firstalert.eu

